State-of-the-Art Technology for the
Early Detection of Wildfires

www.iq-firewatch.com

„An estimated 15-20% of the total greenhouse gas
emissions are attributed to wildfires. Four out of five of
them are started by humans, whether unintentionally or
intentionally.“

„Regular wildfire seasons will become incresingly longer
and more severe; at the same time regions that have
not been threatened by forest fires in the past will now
be more vulnerable.“

(„Vulnerability of Land Systems to Fire: Interactions among humans, climate, the atmosphere
and ecosystem,“ Lavorel et al.)

(European Commission, 2017)
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Fumus Ignem - „smoke indicates fire“ as the
Roman Marcus Tullius Cicero philosophized.
The patented IQ FireWatch technology has been
specifically created and is continuously optimized for
the early detection of wildfire smoke. If a sensor
detects smoke or smoke-like phenomena, the
information is transmitted to a command and control
center where skilled operators evaluate the alert and
— in case of fire — will notify the fire department.
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SPECIFICATIONS & CAPABILITIES
Technology: 3 sensors - monochrome,
NIR and multispectral
Revolution Time Day: ~ 4-6 minutes

Our early detection system IQ FireWatch has been
designed and manufactured to detect wildfire
smoke.
Our engineers have invested over 20 years of
continuous development and optimization based on
customer requirements: our 7th generation
IQ FireWatch plus does not compare and is unlike
any other early forest fire detection system on the
market.

Revolution Time Night: ~ 9-12 minutes

Recommended Coverage Radius: 15 km *
*

in perfect weather conditions, smoke has been detected at distances
of over 50 km

Coverage Area: 70.000 hectares/ 700 km
Installation: >5 meters above tree tops on
towers/ structures; max. 1° deviation
Data Transmission: typically 8 GB/ month*
*

further reduction possible upon request

Weight: 21.1 kg (sensors and pan -tilt unit)
Temperature Range: -45°C to +45°C
Repeatability: ±0.02 ° (High Accuracy)
Warranty: 1 year; additional support & servicing
available
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The IQ FireWatch plus sensor incorporates
three different scientific optical units which
altogether cover a spectral range of
400-1100 nm; and are optimized for any
operating conditions:



HOW IT WORKS

Monochrome detection

Specifications
 High resolution still sensors
 Calibrated optical system
 Low light mode
 High accuracy (±0.02 ° repeatability)
 Optimized for long term operation
 On-site raw data processing
 Synchronized multispectral analysis in real






Near-Infrared (NIR) detection






The base technology was developed by the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) for the
Rosetta Mission in the 1990s. IQ wireless
GmbH extended the technological development
and initially designed FireWatch for the German
forests. Today, after we invested more than
100,000 hours of work and technological improvement, IQ FireWatch is the wildfire detection system
in Germany, and human fire spotting has become
history.

Multispectral detection

IQ FireWatch sensors have been calibrated to precisely localize smoke plumes even at great distances. One
sensor can accurately locate a smoke plume, but by
cross-bearing a variation of a few meters only can be
achieved. Here, two IQ FireWatch sensors detect the
same smoke plume and deliver an exact location of
the potential fire.

time
Improved & certified quality management
guarantees even more reliability
Optimized Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and
boosted Dynamic Range (DNR)
Special compact version of head unit is
available for reduced power consumption
Small processing unit (can be easily mounted)

The IQ FireWatch sensors are installed on
towers or tall structures and need to be
mounted at least 5 meters above tree tops.
Towers need to be stable with a deviation of

IQ wireless GmbH, located in Berlin,
Germany, is a well-established manufacturer focused on research and development of procedures, equipment
and systems for satellite communication and optical sensors for environmental protection. The majority of the thirty employees are scientists, engineers and
researchers who always strive to optimize the
products based on advancements and on
customers’ needs. IQ wireless is proud to research,
test, develop and assemble all technological
innovations here in Berlin.

max. 1°. Locations for the sensors are
determined by on-site inspection and by
state-of-the-art analysis software. If smoke
has been detected, relevant data will be
transmitted to the Command and Control
Center for evaluation.

Forest Fire Command & Control
Center Wünsdorf, Germany

German engineering at its best.
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GLOBAL SUCCESS STORIES
TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP
“Early wildfire detection with FireWatch —
Specifically designed and manufactured
for detecting smoke and smoke-like
phenomena

A substantial contribution to preserving our
environment and to maintaining public safety
and order.“
Raimund Engel

GLOBAL SUCCESS STORIES

Chief Forester & Wildfire Protection Officer
of Brandenburg, Germany supervising 108
FireWatch sensors

Over 300 sensors cover 6 million hectares
in 11 countries

AWARD-WINNING
First foreign technology to be inducted
into the US Space Technology Hall of Fame

“We trust in the automatic early warning
system FireWatch since 2009, and have not
lost any large areas of land since. We detect
everything in no time!”
Helmut Beuke

State Forestry of Lower Saxony,
Germany — Forest Administration
Office Oerrel
Kolberg, Germany

“In simple words, FireWatch is the best Forest Fire Detection System available on the market.
The system outperformed our initial expectations regarding smoke detection, and the quality of
components is first class demanding low maintenance, a crucial point when thinking about a
remote detection system. Choosing FireWatch gives you the best performance, best quality, and
overall the best value for your money on a Forest Fire Detection System. Last but not least, the
IQ Wireless team has been incredibly supportive and helpful throughout the years making them
not a provider but a real partner. We are pleased to work with a company made up of great
people with the common goal of protecting the natural resources and forests of Chile.”
Juan Eduardo Ovalle G.
BZ Naval Engineering, Chile

Raqui, Chile

Sintra, Portugal
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Whistler, Canada

A product of IQ wireless GmbH
Carl-Scheele-Str. 14
12489 Berlin
Germany
Tel: +49 30 63 92 80 500
Fax: +49 30 63 92 80 505
info@iq-firewatch.com
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